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Overview

- Discussion/review of options available when logged in as a TCB
  - Review of each link
    - Required Information
    - Returned results
    - Intended usage
TCB Filing Options

TCB Filing Options
- Form 731
- Add Attachments
- Submit Correspondence
- Modify Grant
- Complete Unfinished Form 731
- Reprint Grant

TCB Report Options
- FCC ID Search

Notes of Interest and Up-Coming Events:

Effective August 10, 2004, the Commission amends its S and other related filings, pursuant to Report and Order Technology (OET) Fee Filing Guide, visit www.fcc.

TCB Filing Options

- **Form 731**
- **Add Attachments**
  - Requires–FCCID & 731 Confirmation Number
  - Usage – 30 days from grant or Audit mode. Doesn’t change internal status of application.
- **Submit Correspondence**
  - Requires-731 Confirmation Number & Correspondence Reference Number
  - Usage - 30 days from grant or Audit mode. Changes internal status of application to notify reviewer of response.
- **Modify Grant**
  - Requires–FCCID & 731 Confirmation Number
  - Usage – 30 days from grant or Audit mode
TCB Filing Options

- Complete Unfinished Form 731
  - Requires: FCCID & 731 Confirmation #
  - Usage: 30 days from grant and Audit mode. Application must not be granted.

- Reprint Grant
  - Requires: FCCID & 731 Confirmation #
  - Usage: -30 days from grant and Audit mode. Application must be granted.
TCB Report Options

- FCC ID Search
- List/Modify Exhibits
- Short-Term Confidential Exhibit
- Maintenance
- Confirmation Number Search By FCC ID
- Applications Awaiting Info/Samples
- Incomplete Applications
- Applications Missing Required Exhibits
- Equipment Class/Rule Part/Scope List
- Miscellaneous

Effective December 3, 2002, all applications for certifying devices are defined in the October 28, 2002, Public Notice. TCB should contact Ray LaForge at raymond.laforge@... Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) regarding 'Ultra Wide Band' technology (UET) fee filing guide, visit www.ic...
TCB Report Options

- **FCCID Search**
  - Requires - FCCID
  - Usage – Can be used at any time. Returns status of FCCID including pending, dismissed and denied

- **List/Modify Exhibits**
  - Requires – 731 Confirmation Number
  - Usage- 30 days from grant or audit mode. Allows confidential or supercede buttons to be modified for each exhibit

- **Short Term Confidential Exhibit Maintenance**
  - Requires-FCCID & 731 Confirmation Number
  - Usage-Used to extend or release all short term confidential exhibits for a specific FCCID in 45 day increments from the day of the grant. Can be used until exhibits are released. Up to 180 days. 30 days from grant limitation doesn’t apply to this option.
TCB Report Options

- Confirmation number search by FCCID
  - Requires – FCCID
  - Usage- Can be used anytime. Returns 731 confirmation number.

- Applications Awaiting info/samples
  - Requires- nothing
  - Usage-Returns list of applications where FCC audit created correspondence for the logged in TCB. This doesn’t include automatically generated emails.

- Incomplete Applications
  - Requires – nothing
  - Usage – returns list of unfinished 731 Forms for the logged in TCB
TCB Report Options

- Applications Missing Required Exhibits
  - Requires – nothing
  - Usage – Can be used anytime. Returns list of applications for logged in TCB where one or more of the minimum required exhibits has not been received.

- Equipment Class/Rule Part/Scope List
  - Requires – nothing
  - Usage – Can be used anytime. Returns table showing all eligible Scope, rule parts and equipment class combinations.
Miscellaneous

Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20554
More FCC Contact Information...
Miscellaneous

- Change Password
  - Requires-Login, reset password phrase, default password and new password
  - Usage-Anytime. Also may be accessed from “Forgot Password” link on login page
- Get FRN (FCC Registration Number)
  - Can be used at any time to get FRN or search for an existing FRN.
    - https://svartifoss2.fcc.gov/cores/CoresHome.html
- Knowledge Database (KDB)
  - Takes users to Web page where they can search for policies and interpretations and submit inquiries.
    - http://www.fcc.gov/labhelp
Summary

- Users Manual on Web:
- Questions?
- Suggestions for additional options or improvements?
Questions and Answers

Thanks!